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Abstract 
The strain rate dependent bending behaviour of carbon fibre-reinforced composites is 
investigated, whereby three different textile configurations such as a non-crimp fabric, a 
woven fabric and a triaxial braiding are considered. Experimental investigations have been 
performed at a servo hydraulic test system in combination with a high speed camera for 
optical at high strain rates. Finally, strain rate dependent material properties determined in 
bending tests and a phenomenologically based damage and failure analysis of the considered 
textile configurations are presented. 

 
 

1 Introduction 
Textile-reinforced composites offer in the field of high-performance materials the highest 
potential for being adapted to multiaxial load cases and complex components. Especially the 
material class of carbon fibre-reinforced composites combines low weight and high strength 
with good impact behaviour, what makes them quite attractive to applications in the aerospace 
industry. Nevertheless, the lack of trusted data and knowledge of damage and failure 
mechanisms under high-dynamic loading such as impact often leads to highly conservative 
design of structural components. 
Due to very complex failure mechanisms in textile-reinforced composites [1-3] an adequate 
prediction of material behaviour after impact is still difficult, even if the strain-rate 
dependence of material data determined in coupon testing of unidirectional-reinforced 
composites is well known [4-5]. Since the specific textile architecture influences highly the 
mechanical behaviour of carbon fibre-reinforced composites, a very large number of 
additional tests are necessary to determine elastic and strength as well as damage and strain 
rate parameters for an adequate numerical modelling. The strain rate dependent in-plane and 
through thickness behaviour of textile-reinforced composites based on hybrid 
glass/polypropylene yarn has been investigated in detail experimentally and numerically             
[6-8]. Due to the large variety of different textile reinforcements and for reduction of 
experimental effort as well as costs, simple tests are required to determine the ability of 
different textile configurations for specific multiaxial load cases. A comprehensive 
comparative study regarding different textile reinforcement architectures is presented in [9]. 
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Especially in aerospace applications, impact events with high loading velocities are common 
multiaxial load cases. By the detailed consideration of such an impact event, two dominating 
basic load cases are identified. Global bending and local through thickness shearing caused by 
the high-dynamic loading of an impactor are observed. For an estimation of the ability of 
different textile-reinforced composites for being used in impact structures, adapted testing rigs 
have to be designed to investigate the global bending and through thickness shearing 
behaviour. Experimental investigations of these basic load cases are performed with a bending 
and a puncture testing rig at a servo hydraulic high velocity test system. For conventional 
quantitative analysis of the experiments by force-displacement-curves, the force measurement 
system is located in the impactor to reduce the influence of oscillation of the testing rig while 
loading. For qualitative analysis of damage and failure behaviour of different textile-
reinforced composites, a high speed camera system with a maximum frame rate of up to 
200,000 images per second was used. 
Within the scope of this work, the damage and failure behaviour after bending loading of 
conventional non-crimp fabric is compared with them of different textile architectures such as 
a woven fabric and a triaxial braiding. The quantitative and qualitative analysis shows a 
varying strain-rate dependence of each material configuration at the two considered load 
cases. From these results important conclusions on the ability for applications in impact 
structures can be drawn. 

 
2 Experimental concept 
2.1 Material configurations 
Within the scope of this work, the influence of the textile architecture of carbon fibre-
reinforced composites under bending on the strain rate dependent material behaviour is 
investigated. Here, the damage and failure behaviour after bending loading of conventional 
non-crimp fabric is compared with them of different textile architectures such as a woven 
fabric and a triaxial braiding. CT-scans of each textile configuration are presented in Figure 1. 

 

             

      Figure 1. CT-scans of textile configurations: non-crimp fabric (left), woven fabric (middle) and triaxial 
braiding (right) 

 
Non-crimp fabrics are characterised by the straightened orientation of the roving. Due to the 
non-existence of crossing points in a single layer, mechanical properties such as stiffness and 
strength show the best possible performance. The poor compound between the rovings of a 
layer results in an insufficient drapability. 
Woven fabrics are characterised by orthogonally crossed rovings. The large variety of 
different types of woven fabrics results in a wide range of mechanical and manufacturing 
properties. Compared to non-crimp fabrics, woven fabrics show a much better drapability. 
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The ondulation of the rovings causes decreasing mechanical properties. In this work a plain 
weave is investigated. 
Braidings are characterised by the weaving of at least two roving systems to a piece. The 
angle between the crossing rovings can range from ±10° to ±80°. Additionally longitudinal 
rovings may be used to increase the mechanical properties in this direction. In this work a 
triaxial braiding with ±60° fibre orientation and straight rovings is considered. 
The investigated material configurations consist of carbon fibre system TENAX HTS40 from 
TOHOTENAX. For consolidation the epoxy matrix system HEXFLOW® RTM 6 from HEXCEL 
was used, which is specifically developed for aerospace applications. The specimen panels 
have been manufactured by resin transfer moulding (RTM) [10]. Specimen preparation has 
been performed by waterjet cutting. 

 
2.2 Testing setup 
A servo hydraulic high velocity test system INSTRON VHS 160/20 has been utilised for the 
experiments. This rig enables tests at high deformation speeds of up to 20 m/s with a 
maximum force of 160 kN. Especially at high loading velocities, oscillations caused by the 
testing rig interact with the original loading measurement system located below the testing 
devices and may cause hardly analysable measurement data. Therefore, a new force 
measurement system has been developed, which is located inside the impactor. Forces are 
measured directly by strain gauges at the contact area between impactor and specimen, 
whereby the influence of oscillations on the force measurement is decreased significantly. 
Beside conventional force and displacement measurement the high speed camera system 
PHANTOM V7.2 with a maximum frame rate of up to 200,000 images per second was used for 
damage and failure analysis of the bending tests. An optical analysis of the through thickness 
tests is not possible due to the all-round fixture of the specimens. 
Investigations of the bending behaviour have been performed with a 3-point bending device 
(see Figure 2). Load is applied with a straight fin with diameter of 5 mm and a length of 20 
mm. Both supports of the testing device have a distance of 64 mm and a radius of 2 mm. The 
rectangular bending specimens have a length of 80 mm, a width of 20 mm and a thickness of 
8 mm. 

 

 

      Figure 2. Testing rigs for experimental investigations: 3-point bending testing rig with rectangular specimen 
(left) and puncture testing rig with circular specimen (right) 

 

Specimen support 

Bending impactor with 
integrated force measure-
ment system 
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Bending tests have been performed at 4 loading velocities for each textile configuration (see 
Table 1). With four repetitions per loading velocity and three material configurations a series 
of 48 experiments has been performed. 
In these testing configurations conventional in-plane strain measurement with strain gauges 
has not been performed. Nominal strain rates of the 3-point bending tests have been calculated 
according DIN EN 2764 [11] with the following equation: 

 

                                                  2

6
L

vh ⋅⋅
=ε&   (1) 

 
where v  is the loading velocity, L  is the distance between both supports of the testing device 
and h  is thickness of the specimens. The occurring strain rates for each textile configuration 
are analysed with equation (1) and presented in Table 1. 

 

Material 
configuration 

Loading velocities at           
bending tests                    

[m/s] 

Strain rates at                   
bending tests                    

[s-1] 

Non-crimp fabric 4 decades 
9.4·10-5; 9.7·10-3; 9.0·10-1; 5.9·100 

4 decades 
7.1·10-3; 7.3·10-1; 6.7·101; 4.4·102 

Woven fabric 4 decades 
9.4·10-5; 9.6·10-3; 8.7·10-1; 6.0·100 

4 decades 
7.1·10-3; 7.2·10-1; 6.5·101; 4.5·102 

Triaxial braiding 4 decades 
9.5·10-5; 9.5·10-3; 8.8·10-1; 6.1·100 

4 decades 
6.9·10-3; 6.9·10-1; 6.4·101; 4.5·102 

      Table 1. Overview of tested material configurations with loading velocities and strain rates 
 

3 Experimental results and identification of material properties 
3.1 Material behaviour and determination of material properties 
Based on the discussed testing setup 4 force-displacement curves have been measured for 
each material configuration within each strain rate domain. Characteristic force-displacement 
curves in relation to the investigated material and testing configuration are illustrated in 
Figure 3 and Figure 4. 
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      Figure 3. Characteristic force-displacement curves for the investigated material and testing configurations 
(lower strain rate domains) 
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      Figure 4. Characteristic force-displacement curves for the investigated material and testing configurations 
(higher strain rate domains) 

 
In all investigated strain rate domains, the non-crimp and woven fabric show nearly the same 
slope of the force-displacement curve in the first loading steps, whereas the slope of the force-
displacement curve of the triaxial braiding is lower. 
For further analysis and identification of characteristic mechanical properties the maximum 
impact force MF  and the characteristic impact energy CW  is determined for all testing and 
material configurations. Maximum impact force is defined by the maximum of the force-
displacement curve until significant decrease which is equivalent to failure of the specimen. 
Characteristic impact energy is defined by the area below the force-displacement curve until 
significant decrease (50 % of the maximum impact force) of the curve. 
Due to large oscillations at the strain rate domain of 4.4·102 s-1, force-displacement curves 
have been interpolated until the significant decrease and characteristic mechanical properties 
are determined from the analytical function. 
The determined material parameters are arithmetically averaged over the number of tests and 
summarised in Table 2. 

 
Material configuration Strain      

rate       
[1/s] 

Maximum        
impact force      

[kN] 

Characteristic 
impact energy     

[J] 
0.00707 12.283 6.308 

0.725 13.197 8.245 
67.369 15.488 11.448 Non-crimp fabric 

443.454 17.961 13.168 
0.00706 9.439 3.982 

0.717 9.852 4.746 
65.430 11.908 7.149 Woven fabric 

446.777 12.821 8.486 
0.00691 7.147 7.633 

0.692 7.624 8.132 
64.300 9.090 9.042 Triaxial braiding 

446.390 9.433 10.657 

      Table 2. Characteristic strain rate dependent material parameters  
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3.2 Strain rate dependence of material parameters 
For exact quantitative comparison of the considered material configurations, the strain rate 
dependence is focused on the experimentally determined strength and energy parameters and 
was found to be accurately described within the experimental limits by the JOHNSON-COOK 
[12] based equation: 
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In this equation MF  and CW  represent the maximum impact force and the characteristic 
impact energy of each material configuration at the current loading velocity ε& . The reference 
values ref

MF  and ref
CW  at a reference strain rate refε&  and the material constants FA  and WA  

describe the strain rate dependant behaviour of strength and energy parameters. It has to be 
emphasized, that equation (2) describes the material behaviour at least within the range of the 
experimentally investigated strain rate domains. A prediction of parameters outside of this 
range may results in unreasonable values. 
An overview of the JOHNSON-COOK based model parameters for all material configurations is 
given in Table 3. 

 
refε&  ref

MF  ref
CW  FA  WA  Testing 

configuration 
Material 

configuration [s-1] [J] [J] [-] [-] 
Non-crimp fabric 0.00707 12.283 6.308 0.0345 0.0919 

Woven fabric 0.00706 9.439 3.982 0.0289 0.0910 Bending 
loading Triaxial braiding 0.00691 7.147 7.633 0.0281 0.0287 

      Table 3. Strain rate model parameters for the investigated material configurations 
 

In Figure 5 the strain rate dependence of characteristic strength and energy parameters is 
presented. The experimentally determined values can be described accurately by the model 
parameters. With the help of these model parameters, it is possible to analysis the strain rate 
dependant bending behaviour of the investigated material configurations and to draw 
important conclusions on the ability of textile configurations for impact loaded structures. 
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      Figure 5. Strain rate dependence of characteristic material parameters 
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3.3 Phenomenologically based damage and failure analysis 
For a detailed damage and failure analysis all tests have been recorded with the high speed 
camera system PHANTOM V7.2. Figure 6 to Figure 8 show recordings with 25,000 images per 
second of the material behaviour of a non-crimp fabric, a woven fabric and a trixial braiding 
at a loading velocity of ca. 9·10-1 m/s. 

 

    

      Figure 6. Damage and failure evolution of non-crimp fabric 
 

    

      Figure 7. Damage and failure evolution of woven fabric 
 

    

            Figure 8. Damage and failure evolution of triaxial braiding 
 
The non-crimp fabric specimen (Figure 6) show a very early, compared to the other material 
configurations, beginning of delamination between the single layers of the specimen. After 
catastrophic failure of the specimen nearly all layers of the specimen are separated and 
delaminated. The woven fabric (Figure 7) shows a similar behaviour but in a weakened form. 
Global delamination cannot be observed while loading the triaxial braiding (Figure 8) until 
failure. In the area of impact only slightly local delamination can be observed and the 
specimen is broken into two pieces. 

 
4 Summary and conclusions 

The strain rate dependant bending behaviour of carbon fibre-, textile reinforced composites 
has been investigated. High-dynamic bending tests have been performed with the three textile 
configurations non-crimp fabric, woven fabric and triaxial braiding. Testing results have been 
analysed with respect to characteristic strength and energy parameters and Johnson-Cook 
based model parameters have been determined to describe, compare and evaluate the strain 
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rate dependant material behaviour of the considered material configurations. Additionally, a 
phenomenologically based analysis of the damage and failure with a high-speed camera 
system has been performed. From these results important conclusions on the ability for 
applications in high dynamic loaded impact structures can be drawn. Besides that, further 
investigations should focus on the strain rate dependant through thickness shearing behaviour 
of different textile-reinforced composites to achieve a more detailed understanding of the 
phenomena of high-dynamic impact loading. 
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